Kosher Food:

Kosher products in The Netherlands rarely display hechshers (kosher symbols) on their labels. Kosher products can be found in regular supermarkets as well as in kosher grocery stores and kosher restaurants.

Observant Jews in The Netherlands utilize Kosher food lists to search for Kosher products in regular supermarkets. The following is the link to the list of kosher foods that are certified kosher by the Rabbinate in The Netherlands:

nik.nl/category/kas_hrutlist-netherlands/
The majority of kosher grocery stores and restaurants in The Netherlands are in Buitenveldert, an area located on the border of Amsterdam and Amstelveen. This area is easily accessible by public transportation. The kosher grocery stores and restaurants are all located within a 5-minute walk from the Van Boshuizenstraat stop.

Coming from outside Amsterdam:

- Take the train to the Amsterdam Zuid station and then either take the Tram: 5 or the Metro: 51 to the Van Boshuizenstraat stop.

Coming from areas within Amsterdam:

- Take the Tram: 5 or the Metro: 51 directly to the Van Boshuizenstraat stop.

Supermarkets in Amsterdam with Kosher Departments:

- Jumbo at Buitenveldert Kastelenstraat
- Jumbo at Buitenveldert Buitenveldertselaan
- Albert Heijn Groot at Gelderlandplein
- Albert Heijn at Stadionplein
Kosher Grocery Stores:
- Mouwes
- David’s Corner
- Rimon deli
- Laromme
- Marcus butcher

Kosher Restaurants in Amsterdam:
- HaCarmel
- Golan Lunch & Dinner
- Pizza & Co
- Restaurant H’Baron
- Grand Cafe Rimon

Hotels with kosher breakfast in Amsterdam:
- Holiday Inn Express, Zwaansvliet 20 1081 AP Amsterdam
- La Richelle, Holbeinstr. 41, 1077 VC Amsterdam – Zuid
- Doria, Damstr. 3, 1012 JL Amsterdam citycentre
- Best Western Delphi, Apollolane 101-105, 1077 AN Amsterdam - Zuid
- Hotel Museum Square, De Lairessestraat 7 1071 NR
- Amsterdam NH Amsterdam Zuid, Van Leijenberghlaan 221, 1082 GG Amsterdam

Some Active Synagogues in the Netherlands:

- Beth Shalom Sjoel
  bethshalom.nl
- NIG Den Haag
  joodsdenhaag.nl
- Leiden NIG= Synagoge
  joodsleiden.nl
- Aalten Sjoel= Synagoge
  synagogueaalten.nl
- Amersfoort= Synagoge
  synagogeamersfoort.nl
- Sjoel Amstelveen
  sjoelamstelveen.nl/
- Portuguese Snoge Amstelveen
  portugesesynagoge.nl/eng/history/
- Amsterdamse Modern Orthodoxe Sjoel
  amossjoel.nl/
- Utrecht Synagoge
  nigutrecht.nl
  facebook.com/utrecht synagogue

Jewish Organizations in the Netherlands:

- The NIK is the official organization of the Jewish communities in the Netherlands.
  nik.nl/english/
  info@nik.nl
  facebook.com/cha badamsterdamuniversities
- The LAVI house creates a framework that incorporates meaningful Jewish experiences with social activities for students and young Jews ages 18-30. They offer Shabbat and holiday meals, and classes/lectures (shiurim).

- Chabad on Campus Amsterdam offers Friday night meals, Jewish holiday events and meals, and classes/lectures (shiurim).

- IJAR, the Dutch Union of Jewish Students, is Netherlands’ Jewish student organization. They host a variety of events for young Jews.
- The NIHS, the Jewish Community of Amsterdam, is an Orthodox-Ashkenazi congregation. They provide information regarding synagogues, Mikvahs, Kashrut, and the Amsterdam Rabbinate.

- Delft Studentsmensa
- Chabad-Lubavitch Nederland
- Chabad Israeli Community

- Jewish Places of Interest in Amsterdam:
  - Anne Frank House
  - Portuguese Synagogue
  - Jewish Historical Museum Amsterdam-Joods Historisch Museum